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UT cooling  requirements

• Documented in EDMS 1487284

• Extract: 

 We say nothing in the specifications about the lowest temperature in the box for 
the various operating modes; we only define the dew-point of the dry air. 

 The box has been validated for a temperature of about -10oC. Down to this 
temperature the aerogel interface between the beam-pipe and the box has also 
been validated, but not for lower temperatures. 

 It seems now that this cannot be guaranteed for all operating modes
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UT cooling  requirements

• Extract: 
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We only specify the lowest 
temperature on the sensors, 
Not inside the box.

Clearly, in particular when the 
electronics are off and we have
a CO2 temperature of -30oC, 
the air temperature inside the 
box will drop to < -10oC. 



UT cooling  requirements

• This is in particular delicate in the exceptional  case where VELO 
and UT are powered by the same plant and the set-point 
cannot be changed to a value of about -10oC.

• On the other hand, from the UT-side we have to be avoid 
problems with the (silica aerogel) interface to the beam-pipe 
and the resulting temperatures, if the temperature on the 
inside drops to about -25oC.

 We have to address this issue soon in a dedicated meeting with 
all the experts involved. 
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Backup
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Proposed insulation of UT to the beam-pipe
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• Advantages of this proposal are: 
• It minimizes the distance between detector modules and the 

beam-pipe. 

• It minimizes the amount of material and thus interactions and 
multiple scattering

 This proposal has been summarized in the upgrade Tracker TDR



Silica aerogel based insulation
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• Calculation of the Heat Transfer Coefficient: 
• Thermal conductivity K of aerogel 14.7 mW/mK, and of beryllium 190 W/mK

• Assuming -10oC in the box and 20 oC for the beam-pipe, thus a dT of 30 oC, the 
HTC approaches a value of 5W/m2K

• 4mm of aerogel have been determined to avoid condensation outside the box 
through heat-transfer via the beam-pipe (compressed thickness 3.5mm)  



Experimental validation
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• Location of temperature sensors
• T0 temperature inside the box

• T1, T4 temperature outside the box

• T2, T3 and T5 on the beam-pipe

• T6 and T7 on the insulation   

Results with RH=17% and Tbox-air = -10oC



Redundancy approach for cooling plants

• How to make the system fully redundant?
– Taking into account: 

• Simplicity (both use and production)
• Rely on past experiences
• Cost
• Minimal interference between UT and Velo operation.

– Basic idea:
• 2 identical plants with over capacity
• Use 1 plant for Velo and UT together in case 1 system is out 

of order (in case of maintenance or problems)

– First a basic concept must be worked out further
• How to interlink the CO2 units

– Mixing up content of 2 systems, influencing filling content
– How to separate?
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